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With the advantages of avoiding duplicate taxation, equity, and neutrality, 
VAT is currently applied by most jurisdictions in the world. In China, it has got 
staged achievements in avoiding duplicate taxation, creating a equal competition 
environment and collecting revenue. As the biggest in Chinese tax system, the 
revenue came from VAT accounted for 52.47% of all in 1994. This percentage 
remained above 40% till 2008. Late in 2008, in order to cope with international 
finance crisis, the government reformed its VAT on a national scale to expand 
internal demand and promote the economy by investment and tax cut. However, 
the reform prefers ordinary taxpayer and industries with high degree of organic 
composition of capital. No relief is given to agriculture and tertiary industry. 
Besides, the reform only solve the problems of duplicate taxation and break-off 
of deduction chain, which come from non-deduction of the input tax of some 
capital assets, left other problem unsolved. Hence, the reform has its limitations 
in respect with adjusting economy structure and driving further reform. To make 
sure the reform play its role in economy adjustment sufficiently, it is necessary 
to solve the deep-rooted structural imbalance of VAT. In this paper, the author 
summarized previous research results, and concluded: problems like the 
unreasonable break-off of deduction chain, duplicate taxation, inequity between 
taxpayers and so on arise from the shortcomings of VAT itself, which shown as 
narrow application of the tax, imperfect deduction, narrow application of formal 
















countries, the author provide that: widen the application of VAT, perfect the 
input tax deduction mechanism, define the ordinary taxpayer well, reform VAT 
invoice administration and improve tax authority’s administration, the author 
also provide constructively: manage input tax deduction in a refined manner and 
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